Portable xenon pressure chamber
Oxford Cryosystems has teamed up with the University of Oxford to design and manufacture a portable xenon pressure chamber, the Xcell. This device is designed to easily produce heavy-atom derivatives for macromolecular X-ray crystallography.
The Xcell encloses the crystal sample in a small chamber. The chamber can then be pressurized with xenon from a cylinder to a maximum of 25 bar. A quick-release connector allows the Xcell to be isolated from the gas supply whilst still under pressure, making the device both highly portable and highly usable. Other bene®ts of the Xcell include:
a small pressure chamber to minimize the consumption of expensive xenon;
various safety features such as a preset relief valve allowing a maximum pressure of 25 bar inside the cell; carefully controlled inlet and vent valves to enable the chamber to be pressurized and vented without damage to the crystal sample; compatibility with common samplemounting systems.
For further information on the Xcell, pricing and delivery, please contact Oxford Cryosystems.
Oxford Cryosystems, 3 Blenheim Of®ce Park, Lower Road, Long Hanborough, Oxford OX8 8LN, England (e-mail: info@oxfordcryosystems.co.uk) I think that the background section is somewhat uneven. There are some topics, including the Shannon sampling theorem, the resultant limits to transforming accurately to a diffraction pattern of a given resolution, and the issue of wrap-around effects, that could have been discussed in much greater detail, particularly since this book is devoted to image simulation. Certainly much of this information can be found in works cited in the excellent reference list, but it would be more ef®cient if it were included in this one volume. Since some X-ray crystallographers are becoming interested in high-resolution electron microscopy, it would have been helpful if the relationship between the back focal plane (where the diffraction pattern is found) and the image plane of a lens could have been stated more explicitly, even though the current presentation is not confusing to those already familiar with electron microscopy. Several images and diffraction patterns are poorly reproduced. Details of the convergent-beam patterns on p. 148, for example, are quite badly obscured, as is an illustration of the intensity distribution of an electron probe on p. 141, to name just two of several examples. On a nonscienti®c level, better editing would have tidied up occasionally appalling grammar and the far too abundant typographical errors. It needs more than a spell-checker to distinguish between`incite' and`insight'! None of the reservations mentioned, however, should obscure the great usefulness of this volume and the software provided with it. It should be on the shelf of any serious electron microscopist interested in the experimental study of crystalline objects at high resolution. 
DOUGLAS L. DORSET

Electron Diffraction Department
Crystallographica SearchMatch
Oxford Cryosystems has announced the launch of Crystallographica SearchMatch (CSM), an all-new search-match program for use with the Powder Diffraction File (PDF). CSM is suitable for any materials scientist whose work involves identi®cation or quality control using powder diffraction samples.
CSM takes advantage of the latest 32-bit technology and modern search techniques to allow fast, automatic
